MassHire-Fall River Career Center-Hot Jobs List
From: 05/19/2019
To: 06/10/2019
Visit us on Facebook for the latest job opportunities: www.facebook.com/Masshire-Fall-River-Career-Center-503246696769686
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12181808 *FR SUPERVISOR-CUSTOMER FIELD SERVICE
1
40
FALL RIVER
INETEMPL
05/21/19
TITLE:
*FR Supervisor-Customer Field Service
ID:
10524
SUBSIDIARY:
Liberty Utilities
DEPARTMENT:
Operations & Maintenance
LOCATION:
Fall River, MA
12190288 ADMINISTRATIVE ASST.

1
25
SOMERSET

KFRAN

05/23/19

To provide summer coverage so that the public can access the high school. PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES: 1.Serves as a high school
contact person for the public and answers inquiries. 2.Works on special projects that cannot be attended to during the academic
year3.Performs other duties as assigned by the Principal.
12237437 AGRICULTURAL OPERATIONS AREA MANAGER 1
40
LAKEVILLE
-N

INETEMPL

06/05/19

Who We Are:Ocean Spray is a vibrant agricultural cooperative owned by more than 700 cranberry farmers in the United States, Canada
and Chile, who have helped preserve the family farming way of life for generations. The cooperative s cranberries are currently featured
in more than a thousand great-tasting, good-for-you products in over 100 countries worldwide. With more than 2,000 employees and
nearly 20 receiving and processing facilities, Ocean Spray is committed to managing our business in a way that respects our
communities, colleagues and the environment.Ocean Spray believes that our colleagues are our best assets and we offer an
environment where you can work with exceptionally smart, innovative and passionate teams that are motivated to deliver Ocean Spray
products around the world. If you are looking for a rewarding career where you can Grow, Own, Live and Drive your career every day,
Ocean Spray is for you!The position is located at our corporate office in Lakeville, MA.
A Day in the Life of Ag Operations Area Manager:
A primary point of contact for our NJ based Ocean Spray Grower-Owners
Responsible for communicating and advocating Cooperative policy and direction, while maintaining positive grower relations
12219290 AREA HEALTH & SAFETY MANAGER- MA, RI, CT 4
25
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

05/31/19

Summary:
The Health and Safety (H&S) Associate is responsible for providing guidance and direct assistance in maintaining compliance of job sites
with Safety rules and regulations. Job sites are primarily at Lynn, MA, Cranston, RI, Fall River, MA. Home base office location can be at
either Cranston, RI or Fall River, facilities depending on geographic residency of the successful candidate.
Main Job Duties:
* Monitors and ensures employee and facility safety, security, and compliance performance regarding Management Systems and H&S
rules, regulations, principles, and practices at assigned projects, with emphasis on principals and site-specific practices such as job
safety analysis in order to enhance safety culture.
* Works with field employees, management teams and safety committees, , within assigned area of responsibility to develop and
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SHIFT

HRS/
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1
40
FALL RIVER

FROM

TO
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923.00
INETEMPL

NUM
JOBS

1
05/23/19

The Arena Manager is responsible for delivering a high quality, well-maintained facility, focusing on ice quality, operations, safety, fiscal
health and customer satisfaction. In addition they are responsible for developing a highly trained and customer focused staff that will
help build customer loyalty and repeat business. The Arena Manager must work closely with the FMC Maintenance team, Programming
team and Senior Management to accomplish these objectives. It is essential to this position to be regularly available during standard
business hours as well as night, weekend and holiday hours to meet with staff, facility users and vendors and be present for routine and
special events.
Full-time/Seasonal position to start July 2019.
Key roles and areas of responsibility will focus on operations/facilities management; staff management; programming and customer
12241290 ASSISTANT SALES MANAGER - FAMOUS
FOOTWEA

1
40
SWANSEA

INETEMPL

06/06/19

At Famous Footwear, we believe our shoes empower us to take the next step toward becoming our best selves. We support our
Associates in every step forward. When we are inspired to be our best, our potential is limitless. Make the next step in your retail
management career with Famous Footwear.
We seek an Assistant Sales Manager who:
Sells lots of shoes to meet and exceed sales goals, plans and objectives
Demonstrates a passion for exceeding customer expectations
Manages and develops a retail sales team and assures compliance, education and support of federal, state/provincial and local laws
Famous Footwear is a retail division of Caleres, a $2.8 billion footwear company with a diverse portfolio of global footwear brands,
which fit people s lives. We offer competitive pay, career advancement opportunities and a 30% shoe discount. Apply today!
EOE/M/F/Vet/Disabled
12241964 ASSISTANT SALES MANAGER - FAMOUS
FOOTWEA

1
40
SEEKONK

INETEMPL

06/07/19

At Famous Footwear, we believe our shoes empower us to take the next step toward becoming our best selves. We support our
Associates in every step forward. When we are inspired to be our best, our potential is limitless. Make the next step in your retail
management career with Famous Footwear.
We seek an Assistant Sales Manager who:
Sells lots of shoes to meet and exceed sales goals, plans and objectives
Demonstrates a passion for exceeding customer expectations
Manages and develops a retail sales team and assures compliance, education and support of federal, state/provincial and local laws
Famous Footwear is a retail division of Caleres, a $2.8 billion footwear company with a diverse portfolio of global footwear brands,
which fit people s lives. We offer competitive pay, career advancement opportunities and a 30% shoe discount. Apply today!
EOE/M/F/Vet/Disabled
12233461 ASSISTANT STORE MANAGER

1
40
SWANSEA

INETEMPL

06/04/19

Job Summary
A Sprint Retail Sales opportunity connects you to a job that matters. Your work adds value by the joy of connecting people to the things
that matter most to them.
As a Sprint Assistant Store Manager, you work in partnership with the Store Manager to create a sales environment that provides an
unparalleled customer experience, resulting in loyal customers and successful business outcomes for Sprint and its' shareholders. You
are a role model for your team, teaching and coaching on the sales floor, empowering others to consistently deliver a successful sales
solution. You not only encourage consistent success and learning opportunities but you take ownership of your leadership development
that enables you to successfully improve individual and store performance. You enjoy the challenges of analyzing individual and team
performance against business goals and implementing business improvements strategies. You deliver operational and merchandising
excellence in a dynamic environment.
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12147368 ASSISTANT TEACHER

SHIFT
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FROM

1
40
NORWOOD

TO

MIN_PAY

NUM

MAX PAY

13.50

JOBS

19.46

EFERN

1
05/13/19

The Assistant Teacher is responsible for the implementation of educational plans and direct instruction of students.
Responsibilities include, but are not limited to the program data collection, recording and maintaining educational planning and
implementation of individual behavioral programs within the Amego school setting, and general care and maintenance of the
classroom.
S/he reports directly to the head teacher and reports issues in a timely fashion.
The Assistant Teacher works with the Head Teacher and the Educational Director.
He/she works cooperatively with the team.
12096110 ASSISTANT TEACHER

1
40
ATTLEBORO

JCAHI

05/01/19

The Assistant Teacher is responsible for the implementation of educational plans and direct instruction of students.
Responsibilities include, but are not limited to the program data collection, recording and maintaining educational planning and
implementation of individual behavioral programs within the Amego school setting, and general care and maintenance of the
classroom.
S/he reports directly to the head teacher and reports issues in a timely fashion.
The Assistant Teacher works with the Head Teacher and the Educational Director.
He/she works cooperatively with the team.
12147507 ASSISTANT TEACHERS

1
30
ATTLEBORO

AREGO

05/13/19

The Assistant Teacher is responsible for the implementation of educational plans and direct instruction of students. Responsibilities
include, but are not limited to the program data collection, recording and maintaining educational planning and implementation of
individual behavioral programs within the Amego school setting, and general care and maintenance of the classroom. S/he reports
directly to the head teacher and reports issues in a timely fashion. The Assistant Teacher works with the Head Teacher and the
Educational Director. He/she works cooperatively with the team. They assure the quality of services while maintaining positive and
consistent working relationships with all staff and works as a constructive and active team member in all duties.
Instructs students according to the IEP.
Maintains understanding of all educational and behavioral programs for all Special Education students.
Attends all team meetings. Participates in the review of progress, problems, methods, techniques, schedules, etc.
12233700 ASSOCIATE BRAND MANAGER, LIGHTHOUSE
1
40
LAKEVILLE
INNO

INETEMPL

06/04/19

In a nutshell:Is your motto Life is like riding a bicycle. To keep your balance, you must keep moving . Are you a doer with a can-do
attitude? You thrive in complexity and enjoy detangling the tangle. Are you a pioneer that enjoys bringing new ideas to life? If you are a
self-starter with an open mind and view challenges as opportunities a.k.a. You don t give up!... You are who we are looking for!This
position is responsible for The Brand Manager for Innovation Lighthouse of Ocean Spray. This person will be a key contributor to the
start-up he/she will be part of, responsible for leading cross functional teams in planning, execution and analysis of various verticals.
The role is a combination of Develop and Build the brand to reflect user and customer s journey and experience. Living the big WHY of
the brand with the purpose of 20 years roadmap combined with P&L responsibility to achieve brand volume, profit and share
objectives.We are looking for an energetic talent with a start-up, entrepreneurship background or brand innovation with cutting-edge
innovation company. Other responsibilities include: Develop business objectives and marketing plans for assigned brand/categories,
reflecting overall corporate goals; seamlessly execute marketing plans to deliver against brand, financial and share objectives; monitor
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SHIFT

HRS/
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1
40
LAKEVILLE
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1
INETEMPL

05/24/19

Who We Are:Ocean Spray is a vibrant agricultural cooperative owned by more than 700 cranberry farmers in the United States, Canada
and Chile, who have helped preserve the family farming way of life for generations. The cooperative s cranberries are currently featured
in more than a thousand great-tasting, good-for-you products in over 100 countries worldwide. With more than 2,000 employees and
nearly 20 receiving and processing facilities, Ocean Spray is committed to managing our business in a way that respects our
communities, colleagues and the environment.Ocean Spray believes that our colleagues are our best assets and we offer an
environment where you can work with exceptionally smart, innovative and passionate teams that are motivated to deliver Ocean Spray
products around the world. If you are looking for a rewarding career where you can Grow, Own, Live and Drive your career every day,
Ocean Spray is for you!The position is located at our Corporate office in Lakeville, MA.A Day in the Life of Associate Business
Development Manager / Business Development Manager:Lead development and execution of annual Business Plans. Direct the
development of annual account business plans; strategy and business tactics by identifying growth markets and sectors
12224753 BARTENDER

1
40
SEEKONK

INETEMPL

06/02/19

Know what it s like to be in the stadium on game day? Then you know what it s like to work at Buffalo Wild Wings. It s fun. It s
fast-paced. We re at the top of our game and we want to keep it that way. So we re constantly upping the ante, providing the ultimate
experience for our fans. And, of course, it s our people that bring that experience to life.
GAME DAY
As a bartender, we count on you to create a unique, personal experience for each Guest you encounter by making personal connections
What brings you in? Who do you like in the U.S. Open? Hockey fan? -- and responding with genuine suggestions. You blend equal parts
enthusiasm, attention to detail, and knowledge of our extensive food and beverage options. Drive loyalty with talk of sports, interesting
beverages to pair with great food, and all kinds of nifty promotional programs. Educate and inform, entertain and engage. Garnish with
a great attitude that brings Guests back.
WE'LL PROVIDE THE PLAYBOOK, HERE'S WHAT YOU BRING TO THE TABLE
12233666 BRAND MANAGER, INNOVATION LIGHTHOUSE 1
40
LAKEVILLE

INETEMPL

06/04/19

In a nutshell:Is your motto Life is like riding a bicycle. To keep your balance, you must keep moving . Are you a doer with a can-do
attitude? You thrive in complexity and enjoy detangling the tangle. Are you a pioneer that enjoys bringing new ideas to life? If you are a
self-starter with an open mind and view challenges as opportunities a.k.a. You don t give up!... You are who we are looking for!This
position is responsible for The Brand Manager for Innovation Lighthouse of Ocean Spray. This person will be a key contributor to the
start-up he/she will be part of, responsible for leading cross functional teams in planning, execution and analysis of various verticals.
The role is a combination of Develop and Build the brand to reflect user and customer s journey and experience. Living the big WHY of
the brand with the purpose of 20 years roadmap combined with P&L responsibility to achieve brand volume, profit and share
objectives.We are looking for an energetic talent with a start-up, entrepreneurship background or brand innovation with cutting-edge
innovation company. Other responsibilities include: Develop business objectives and marketing plans for assigned brand/categories,
reflecting overall corporate goals; seamlessly execute marketing plans to deliver against brand, financial and share objectives; monitor
12215682 CABLE SPLICER APPRENTICE

1
25
SOMERSET

INETEMPL

05/31/19

Job Purpose
Location: Somerset
Key Accountabilities
A Cable Splicer Apprentice will be required to progress to Splicer 1/C and perform work associated with the installation, maintenance,
and upgrading of underground cable on the distribution, sub-transmission, and transmission system. Training and testing will
accompany changes in classification. All other duties usually assigned this classification.
PRINCIPAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
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12178502 CALL CENTER AGENTS

SHIFT

HRS/
WK

2
40
FALL RIVER

FROM

TO

MIN_PAY

NUM

MAX PAY

12.50

JOBS

13.00

ABORG

20
05/20/19

Spherion is recruiting for multiple call center agents for Marriott International in Fall River, MA. 10-20 week contract roles, opportunity
to be hired permanently upon successful completion of assignment.
Candidates must be able to train on 1st shift (8:00am to 4:30pm) Monday-Friday for four weeks. Then flexible to work 2nd shift and
weekends once the training period is completed.
$12.50 an hour
Responsibilities Include:
Answer telephones using appropriate etiquette including answering the phone within 3 rings, answering with a smile in one's voice,
using the customers' name, transferring calls to appropriate person/department, requesting permission before placing the customer on
12224926 CASHIER/GREETER (HOSPITALITY)

1
40
SEEKONK

INETEMPL

06/02/19

Know what it s like to be in the stadium on game day? Then you know what it s like to work at Buffalo Wild Wings. It s fun. It s
fast-paced. We re at the top of our game and we want to keep it that way. So we re constantly upping the ante, providing the ultimate
experience for our fans. And, of course, it s our people that bring that experience to life.
GAME DAY
Make a great first impression with each and every Guest. Greet hungry sports fans like they re part of our team. This position is all
about multi-tasking. One minute you ll find just the right spot for a Little League team celebrating their latest win, the next you re
managing takeout orders and helping Guests pay for their orders. You ll be on deck to help as needed throughout Guests time with us,
and invite them back for another visit.
WE'LL PROVIDE THE PLAYBOOK, HERE'S WHAT YOU BRING TO THE TABLE
- You know the business. You have one or more years of recent retail or restaurant experience.
12214848 CDL COLLECTION SYSTEM TECHNICIAN- FALL R 4
25
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

05/30/19

Job Title: CDL Collection System Technician- Fall River, MA
The Collection System Technician performs a variety of skilled, semi-skilled, and manual work in the repairing, cleaning, locating and
inspection of the wastewater collection system, operate a variety of light construction equipment and wastewater system cleaning and
maintenance.
JOB RESPONSIBILITIES:
- Responsible charge of operating heavy equipment including a backhoe, combination high pressure flusher and vac trauck
- Perform a variety of construction, repair, cleaning, & inspection work including rodding, hydroflush cleaning, television camera
inspection & locating
12230628 CERTIFIED NURSES ASSISTANT

1
40
FALL RIVER

CARRU

06/03/19

A Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA) puts resident service first and ensures that residents and families receive the highest quality of
service in a caring and compassionate atmosphere, which recognizes the individual's needs and rights. Will work with a
Licensed/Registered Nurse to directly impact the resident's quality of life through assisting with caregiving:
*Handling and serving residents in a manner conducive to their safety and comfort
*Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) and vitals
*Coordinating schedules for residents requiring rehabilitation therapy
*Receiving and escorting visitors
*Maintaining linens, supplies, and equipment
Requirements: * Successful completion of a state-approved CNA program and current certification required * Minimum of a high school
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12181491 CLIENT RELATIONS SPECIALIST

SHIFT

HRS/
WK

1
40
SOMERSET

FROM

TO

MIN_PAY

NUM

MAX PAY

JOBS

1
INETEMPL

05/21/19

Client Relations Specialist (1900007D)
Rockland Trust is currently seeking a Client RelationsSpecialist to join our Treasury Management team. The Client RelationsSpecialist is
responsible for establishing new ACH accounts, closing ACHaccounts when necessary and providing exceptional customer service to our
CABcustomers. The Client Relations Specialist is also responsible for assistingcustomers with their research requests, lockbox
maintenance, and remote depositmaintenance and installations.
Primary Duties andResponsibilities:
Provide daily customer service support to all CAB & Business Service customers, answering varioustypes of banking questions
12241731 CLINICAL LIAISON LPN - FALL RIVER

1
40
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

06/06/19

Description
AccentCare, Inc. is a national post-acute healthcare provider with 45 years of industry experience. We thrive on providing
patient-centric care and a warm and personalized experience within our local communities.
Your Success is our Success. We strive to provide new employees with a structured on-boarding process to help you become assimilated
quickly, and cutting-edge tools to make your daily work easier and more efficient. We offer extensive training and a wide-array of
opportunities for continued education and promotional opportunities.Apply at
Position: Clinical Liaison Operations LVN
Reports to: Insurance Verification Director or Insurance Verification Supervisor
Job Description/Requirements:
12206253 CLINICAL MANAGER RN FULL TIME

1
40
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

05/27/19

Clinical Manager RN Full Time (19001463)
What You Will Do:
As a clinical manager for Amedisys, you will report directly to the operational leader and serve as a key member of care center
operations and management team by leading a full team of multidiscipline, healthcare professionals. Your work would include
responsibilities as a clinical supervisor and manager as well as responsibility to coordinate, provide and maintain the highest standards
of care. You may occasionally provide one on one nursing care and treatment to patients in the home, and when required, may fulfill
role as Agency Supervising Nurse.

12215138 CLINICAL SUPERVISOR - FALL RIVER

1
40
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

05/30/19

Description
AccentCare, Inc.?is a national post-acute healthcare provider with 45 years of industry experience. We thrive on providing
patient-centric care and a warm and personalized experience within our local communities.
?
Your Success is our Success. We strive to?provide new?employees with a structured on-boarding process to help you become
assimilated quickly, and cutting-edge tools to make your daily work easier and more efficient. We offer extensive training and a
wide-array of opportunities for continued education and promotional opportunities.
Position:Clinical Supervisor (CS)
Reports to:Director Patient Care Services
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12241726 CLINICAL SUPERVISOR - FALL RIVER MA

SHIFT

HRS/
WK

1
40
FALL RIVER

FROM

TO

MIN_PAY

NUM

MAX PAY

JOBS

1
INETEMPL

06/06/19

Description
AccentCare, Inc.?is a national post-acute healthcare provider with 45 years of industry experience. We thrive on providing
patient-centric care and a warm and personalized experience within our local communities. ?
Your Success is our Success. We strive to?provide new?employees with a structured on-boarding process to help you become
assimilated quickly, and cutting-edge tools to make your daily work easier and more efficient. We offer extensive training and a
wide-array of opportunities for continued education and promotional opportunities.
Position:Clinical Supervisor (CS)
Reports to:Director Patient Care Services
Job Description/Requirements:
12241725 CLINICAL SUPERVISOR E

1
40
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

06/06/19

Description
AccentCare, Inc.?is a national post-acute healthcare provider with 45 years of industry experience. We thrive on providing
patient-centric care and a warm and personalized experience within our local communities. ?
Your Success is our Success. We strive to?provide new?employees with a structured on-boarding process to help you become
assimilated quickly, and cutting-edge tools to make your daily work easier and more efficient. We offer extensive training and a
wide-array of opportunities for continued education and promotional opportunities.
Position:Clinical Supervisor (CS)
Reports to:Director Patient Care Services
Job Description/Requirements:
12219534 CONCRETE FINISHER - REHOBOTH, MA-152160 1
40
REHOBOTH

INETEMPL

05/31/19

Job ID: 152160
Non-Exempt
Oldcastle Infrastructure, a CRH company, is the leading manufacturer of precast concrete, polymer concrete, and plastic products in the
United States. Our products range from utility vaults, reinforced concrete pipe, catch basins, drainage and septic tanks, to retaining
walls, storm shelters, wall panels, concrete barriers, a variety of prestressed concrete productsand more. With more than 80 locations
nationwide and 3,000 plus employees, Oldcastle Infrastructure is committed to upholding core values of reliability, quality, and service
in cutting edge ways.
Oldcastle Infrastructure - Built For Life from Oldcastle Infrastructure on Vimeo.
Job Summary
Concrete finishers in our faciltiywill perform a wide range of duties within the plant including but not limited to:
12236994 CONSTRUCTION LABORERS & SUPERVISORS

1
40
SEEKONK

INETEMPL

06/05/19

Construction Laborers/Supervisors
We are an established environmental and surface preparation & coatings contractor, located in the greater Providence area, providing
services to residential, commercial and state agencies in the New England area. We offer competitive wages, paid time off, 401k, profit
sharing bonuses and benefits. As part of our continuous growth, we are adding to our established teams and have immediate openings
for:
• Concrete Grinders/Polishers
• Commercial Blasters & Painters
• Epoxy Floor Installers
• Asbestos Abatement Workers/Supervisors
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12219598 CONTACT CENTER REPRESENTATIVE

SHIFT

HRS/
WK

FROM

TO

1
40
FALL RIVER

MIN_PAY

MAX PAY

13.00

NUM
JOBS

1

INETEMPL

05/31/19

The Customer Contact Center Representative answers incoming phone calls in a courteous and pleasant manner.
12181540 COOK

1
40
FALL RIVER

ABORG

05/21/19

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:
Position Specific Duties
Collaborates, communicates, and meets with treatment team and other practice care team staff as needed and require
Assess and monitor
Provide ongoing management, education, and support of patients in all phases of treatment including; medication teaching,
monitoring, pill counts, observed dosing, and medication refills.
Exhibits non-judgmental, empathetic and supportive approach when communicating with patients/families and staff
Collaboration with licensed, prescribing physicians and pharmacy.
Complete appropriate documentation with record keeping
Consistently use clear, concise, and effective written and oral communication; and comply with departmental policies when
12181546 COUNSELOR

1
20
FALL RIVER

7:00 am

12:00 pm

ABORG

05/21/19

SUMMARY: The Counselor works as an integral part of the treatment team. The Counselor will perform, but is not limited to, the
following duties: administration of program record-keeping, conducting interviews, intakes, one-on-one and group counseling,
execution of treatment and aftercare plans and the observation of medications and drug screening. This position will provide oversight
of a structured setting where the consumers are kept safe and secure in a trauma-free environment; when necessary perform CPR and
administer Narcan. This position may require a flexible schedule including 1st and 2nd shifts which will include some Saturdays and
holidays. The Agency has the right to change your shifts based on the needs of the organization.
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:
Position Specific Duties
Conduct screening and intake interviews to determine consumer eligibility for services.
12178437 CREW MEMBERS

4
40
FALL RIVER

KFRAN

05/20/19

We have a unique work environment where you're trained to work every position in the restaurant. From the register, to the grill, to
morning prep and evening close, our crew members become a team working in all aspects of the restaurant.
We also have a unique crew bonus program that provides the opportunity to earn cash bonuses two times per week giving our crew
members the opportunity to earn much higher incomes.
We have an open kitchen experience so it's fun and it's loud with lots of team communication. The crew's burger creation is part of the
customer experience.So, what's it take to be a successful Five Guys crew member?
Energy & Stamina it is a team-based work environment and crew energy is important.
Ability To Work At A Fast Pace Our kitchen's have a lot going on and there's lots of on-the-line communication and job rotation. It's not
for everybody.
Good Communication , Our crew is vocal and supports and works with each other on what's happening real-time during each shift.
12233447 CUSTOMER PLANNING MANAGER

1
40
REHOBOTH

INETEMPL

06/04/19

Posted On: 06/03/2019
Customer Planning Manager
req11143
Employment Type: Regular
Location: REHOBOTH,MA
Have you ever enjoyed Arnold, Brownberry or Oroweat bread? A Thomas' English muffin or bagel? Or perhaps snacked on a Sara Lee,
Entenmann's or Marinela cake or donut? If the answer is yes, then you know Bimbo Bakeries USA!
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SHIFT

HRS/
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TO
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NUM
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1
Bimbo Bakeries USA is part of Grupo Bimbo, the world's largest baking company with operations in 32 countries. Bimbo Bakeries USA
("BBUSA") includes BBUSA and its subsidiaries and affiliated entities, including, but not limited to, Wholesome Harvest Baking, East Balt,
and Acelerada. BBUSA employs 20,000 associates across the U.S. in bakeries, sales centers, corporate offices and on sales routes to
12224554 DIGITAL MEDIA MANAGER

1
40
LAKEVILLE

INETEMPL

06/01/19

Digital Media ManagerWho We Are:Ocean Spray is a vibrant agricultural cooperative owned by more than 700 cranberry farmers in the
United States, Canada and Chile, who have helped preserve the family farming way of life for generations. The cooperative s cranberries
are currently featured in more than a thousand great-tasting, good-for-you products in over 100 countries worldwide. With more than
2,000 employees and nearly 20 receiving and processing facilities, Ocean Spray is committed to managing our business in a way that
respects our communities, colleagues and the environment.Ocean Spray believes that our colleagues are our best assets and we offer
an environment where you can work with exceptionally smart, innovative and passionate teams that are motivated to deliver Ocean
Spray products around the world. If you are looking for a rewarding career where you can Grow, Own, Live and Drive your career every
day, Ocean Spray is for you!Position Summary:The position is located at our Boston office within the vibrant Seaport District. You will be
part of our newly formed Digital Hub team providing executional excellence and thought leadership in this very dynamic and
ever-changing marketing tech advertising landscape. The Digital Hub will consist of Marketing Analytics, Content and Commerce and
12181490 DIRECT CARE (VARIOUS SHIFTS)

1
40
FALL RIVER

ABORG

05/21/19

EFERN

05/13/19

Direct Care positions (various shifts)
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:
Position Specific Duties
Supervise consumers during the shift, including conducting hourly rounds.
Monitor Consumers to ensure they are compliant with program guidelines.
Ability to climb three flights of stairs to conduct rounds on an hourly basis and deal with emergencies.
Ability to walk outside to tour the grounds and ensure the safety of consumers.
Ability to respond to emergency situations by placing calls to Fire, Rescue, Police, and Medical etc.
Ability to count, document and observe consumers taking various prescription drugs.
12147366 DIRECT CARE PROFESSIONAL

2
40
NORWOOD

Position Description/Minimum Qualifications
The Direct Care Professional is responsible for assisting and supporting the individuals in carrying out their daily routines, their daily
schedules of activities and their individual programs. The Direct Care Professional is also responsible for implementing all specific clinical
and educational and vocational programs. Additional responsibilities include, but are not limited to data collection, reading and writing
in daily logs and participation in program design.
* Implementation of clinical, educational and vocational programs on a daily basis, as indicated and/or scheduled for the individuals.
* Assists in carrying out tasks and/or daily routines. Follows the established daily schedules of activities. This includes participation in
recreational activities as scheduled.
12096111 DIRECT CARE PROFESSIONAL

2
40
ATTLEBORO

JCAHI

05/01/19

Position Description/Minimum Qualifications
The Behavior Therapist (BT) is responsible for assisting and supporting the individuals in carrying out their daily routines, their daily
schedules of activities and their individual programs. The BT is also responsible for implementing all specific clinical and educational and
vocational programs. Additional responsibilities include, but are not limited to data collection, reading and writing in daily logs and
participation in program design.
* Implementation of clinical, educational and vocational programs on a daily basis, as indicated and/or scheduled for the individuals.
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* Assists in carrying out tasks and/or daily routines. Follows the established daily schedules of activities. This includes participation in
recreational activities as scheduled.
12147528 DIRECT CARE PROFESSIONAL

1
40
ATTLEBORO

AREGO

05/13/19

Position Description/Minimum Qualifications
The Direct Care Professional is responsible for assisting and supporting the individuals in carrying out their daily routines, their daily
schedules of activities and their individual programs. The Direct Care Professional is also responsible for implementing all specific clinical
and educational and vocational programs. Additional responsibilities include, but are not limited to data collection, reading and writing
in daily logs and participation in program design.
Implementation of clinical, educational and vocational programs on a daily basis, as indicated and/or scheduled for the individuals.
Assists in carrying out tasks and/or daily routines. Follows the established daily schedules of activities. This includes participation in
recreational activities as scheduled.
12181542 DIRECT CARE WORKER

1
20
FALL RIVER

7:00 am

12:00 pm

ABORG

05/21/19

Supervise consumers during the shift, including conducting hourly rounds.
Monitor Consumers to ensure they are compliant with program guidelines.
Ability to climb three flights of stairs to conduct rounds on an hourly basis and deal with emergencies.
Ability to walk outside to tour the grounds and ensure the safety of consumers.
Ability to respond to emergency situations by placing calls to Fire, Rescue, Police, and Medical etc.
Ability to count, document and observe consumers taking various prescription drugs.
Collect, prepare and supervise drug screenings as well as administer breathalyzer as needed.
Observe and identify consumer concerns and communicate with the clinical team.
QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS: Direct Care I staff must perform each essential function satisfactorily. Reasonable accommodations
may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform essential functions. The qualifications listed below are representative of
12241724 DIRECTOR PATIENT CARE SERVICES - RN - FA

1
40
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

06/06/19

Description
AccentCare, Inc. is a national post-acute healthcare provider with 45 years of industry experience. We thrive on providing
patient-centric care and a warm and personalized experience within our local communities.
Your Success is our Success. We strive to provide our new employees with a structured on-boarding process to help you become
assimilated quickly, and cutting-edge tools to make your daily work easier and more efficient. We offer extensive training and a
wide-array of opportunities for continued education and promotional opportunities.
Position: Director Patient Care
Reports to: Regional Director of Operations
Job Description/Requirements:
12233731 DIRECTOR, INNOVATION LIGHTHOUSE

1
40
LAKEVILLE

INETEMPL

06/04/19

In a nutshell:Is your motto when life gave you lemons you didn t just make lemonade, you opened lemonade stands. Are you a
hustler? You thrive in complexity and enjoy detangling the tangle. Are you a pioneer that enjoys bringing new ideas to life? If you are a
self-starter with an open mind and view challenges as opportunities You are who we are looking for!This position is responsible for The
Director, Innovation Lighthouse for Ocean Spray. This is a unique and exciting position that requires a distinctive skill set. This person
will be start-up lead to develop a new Ocean Spray s growth unit with strong business background, innovation, and entrepreneurship
and ability to navigate big corporation support. This role is responsible for leading the development of long and short-term strategies,
marketing plans, technology platform, disruptive brand launch and test market, scale-up, and trade [retail and food service] programs
that will deliver objectives. This role is critical in leading cross functional team and develops optimal collaboration and processes with
support team. He/She manages and develops a winning and dynamic start-up team. This role is responsible to deliver revenue
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1
objectives as per plan. Essential Duties & Responsibilities: As the Director of Innovation Lighthouse, his/her role is to create a strong
12233389 EMPLOYEE HEALTH&SAFETY ASSISTANT

1
40
WESTPORT

SMART2

06/04/19

Office experience of 2 years is a MUST along with Word & Excel knowledge. Must be able to create spreadsheets. Also you will be
required to do safety checks in the scrapyard. Safety knowledge is helpful, but will train the right candidate. Also helpful is having an
OSHA10 or OSHA30 certification. Must have a valid driver's license and you will be using the company car.
12233559 EQUIPMENT RENTAL SPECIALIST

1
20
LAKEVILLE

INETEMPL

06/04/19

JOB DESCRIPTION SUMMARY
Inside Sales Representative
Are you seeking an entrepreneurial, empowering workplace that allows you to:
Develop skills for career growth through an outside sales or operational management career track
Use your inside sales or customer service skills for steady hours & potential overtime
Work with an incredible team of people to make it happen for customers
Sunbelt Rentals--the fastest growing rental business in North America--is seeking a Inside Sales Representative.
The Equipment Rental Specialist is an inside sales role responsible supporting telephone and walk-in customers with rentalsof all types
of construction/industrial equipment. This position is considered the Company s front line of contact with the customer, whose purpose
is to understand customer equipment needs, negotiate and place orders. The role also requires strong administrative skills and an
12230615 EXPERIENCED AUTOMOTIVE TECHNICIAN /
1
40
FALL RIVER
MECH

INETEMPL

06/03/19

Overview
STOP looking for a job and START investing in your career as an Experienced Automotive Technician/Mechanic at Firestone Complete
Auto Care! Full and Part-time benefits available from day one- including tool program discounts!
Bridgestone Retail Operations, LLC operates more than 2,200 stores and employs over 22,000 teammates. Our locations include
Firestone Complete Auto Care, Tires Plus, Hibdon Tires and Wheel Works. We are one of the most trusted automotive care providers join our team today! Your knowledge as an experienced automotive technician/mechanic is EXACTLY what we need.Responsibilities

12211914 FAMILY SUPPORT ASSOCIATES

1
20
FALL RIVER

ABORG

05/29/19

Family Support Associate, Per Diem Staff needed for entry level Family Support Associates at a shelter for homeless families. Strong
boundaries, reliability, valid MA driver's license, basic computer skills (Word & Excel), and HS diploma or GED required. Must be
available to work nights and weekends. Fax resume to 508-676-6694 or e-mail gandrade@hptc.org, Please reference Mass JobQuest
Number 12211914
12215354 FIELD SERVICE TECHNICIAN #3823

1
40
LAKEVILLE

INETEMPL

05/30/19

WillScot seeks a responsible and professional, multi-talented, Field Service Technician to work on our buildings on client sites.

WHO WE ARE:

WillScot (NASDAQ WSC) is the industry leader in providing storage solutions and modular workplace solutions to customers across
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North America. Our buildings are used for a variety of applications from construction trailers, to portable classrooms, even medical
12118900 FOOD COURT ATTENDANTS

2
25
PLAINVILLE

ABORG

1

05/06/19

Overview
Our mission at Plainridge Park Casino is to build an exciting career for all team members in the gaming industry. We believe in
meaningful work within an exciting industry; with dynamic days and nights; diverse, hardworking co-workers; and unlimited growth and
support from one of the leaders in the industry.
Do you have strong attention to detail?
Are you ready to entertain and help others have a good time?
If you answered yes to these questions, we want you.

12246144 FULFILLMENT ASSOCIATE

2
40
FALL RIVER

ABORG

06/07/19

Are you looking for a job, we are looking for you. That is, as long as you thrive in a fast-moving environment, don't mind working with
and around moving mechanical parts, and are okay with a little noise. Our fulfillment centers are where Amazon orders come to life,
where we focus on delighting our customers by delivering smiling boxes filled with everything under the sun. You are on your way to
your new adventure with Amazon.
Things you should know about working in an Amazon Fulfillment center: Safety, it is more than wearing a reflective vest. We are
committed to providing one of the safest work environments, which means stretching, safety tips, and yes?following the rules.
Customer-obsession. It makes your day to make someone else happy. Quality is key. You have high standards, and it shows in your
work. We will hold you to it, but only because we know our associates can handle it. Can you hear me now? Noise level varies and can
sometimes be loud. Cool with casual. a relaxed dress code means it is Casual Friday every day.
Amazon lets customers order whatever they need, whenever they need. Flexibility is key, associates should be open to extra hours,
12241599 FULL TIME HOME HEALTH PHYSICAL
THERAPIST

1
40
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

06/06/19

I believe that better care begins at home.
Compassionate care, uncompromising service and clinical excellence – that’s what our patients have come to expect from our
clinicians. Kindred at Home, a division of Kindred Healthcare Inc., is the nation’s leading provider of comprehensive home health,
hospice, and non-medical home care services.
Kindred at Home, and its affiliates, delivers compassionate, high-quality care to patients and clients in their homes or places of
residence, including non-medical personal assistance, skilled nursing and rehabilitation and hospice and palliative care. Our caregivers
focus on each unique patient to deliver the appropriate care and emotional support to our patients and their families.
I believe in working for a company that cares as much as I do.
12190129 GENERAL LABORER

1
40
SOMERSET

INETEMPL

05/23/19

Gladding-Hearn Shipbuilding is seeking to hire a General Laborer to aide in maintaining the cleanliness and safety of the ship yard and
buildings. This is a full-time position, 40 hours per week.
Candidate must pass pre-employment physical and drug testing. Random drug testing conducted throughout employment.
Qualifications:
• Positive attitude and ability to multi task
• Ability to lift up to 75 lbs on a regular basis
• Able to follow instructions and complete tasks within
timeframe allotted
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Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River,
MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country. Blount Fine
foods has three manufacturing facilities.
Summary: General relocation of product in a warehouse environment utilizing motorized material handling equipment. Loading and
unloading pallets of cases.
Essential Duties and Responsibilities:

12194131 HOSPICE CASE MANAGER RN | FULL TIME

1
40
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

05/24/19

Hospice Case Manager RN | Full Time (19004278)
What You Will Do:
As a hospice case manager for Amedisys, you will have a special opportunity to provide, coordinate and direct the provision of hospice
nursing and palliative care to terminally ill patients in their home. You will closely collaborate with the attending physician, patients
and their families, and other members of the patient care team to provide and maintain continuity of patient care to achieve excellent
pain and symptom management and high quality end-of-life care for the patient.

12189897 INSIDE SALES REPRESENTATIVE

1
40
LAKEVILLE

INETEMPL

05/23/19

JOB DESCRIPTION SUMMARY
Inside Sales Representative
Are you seeking an entrepreneurial, empowering workplace that allows you to:
Develop skills for career growth through an outside sales or operational management career track
Use your inside sales or customer service skills for steady hours & potential overtime
Work with an incredible team of people to make it happen for customers
Sunbelt Rentals--the fastest growing rental business in North America--is seeking a Inside Sales Representative.
The Equipment Rental Specialist is an inside sales role responsible supporting telephone and walk-in customers with rentalsof all types
of construction/industrial equipment. This position is considered the Company s front line of contact with the customer, whose purpose
is to understand customer equipment needs, negotiate and place orders. The role also requires strong administrative skills and an
12181902 IT SENIOR MANAGER, SUPPLY CHAIN

1
40
LAKEVILLE

INETEMPL

05/22/19

Who We Are:Ocean Spray is a vibrant agricultural cooperative owned by more than 700 cranberry farmers in the United States, Canada
and Chile, who have helped preserve the family farming way of life for generations. The cooperative s cranberries are currently featured
in more than a thousand great-tasting, good-for-you products in over 100 countries worldwide. With more than 2,000 employees and
nearly 20 receiving and processing facilities, Ocean Spray is committed to managing our business in a way that respects our
communities, colleagues and the environment.Ocean Spray believes that our colleagues are our best assets and we offer an
environment where you can work with exceptionally smart, innovative and passionate teams that are motivated to deliver Ocean Spray
products around the world. If you are looking for a rewarding career where you can Grow, Own, Live and Drive your career every day,
Ocean Spray is for you!Position Summary:Ocean Spray is on a transformation journey looking to expand and grow our business in some
innovate and new ways. Our business strategy has a healthy mandate for Tech to build up a modern organization across all functions
and disciplines. We are building an exciting new Product Partner team that will become the headlights to our business and drive
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SHIFT
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1
40
WESTPORT

FROM
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TO
4:00 pm
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14.00

NUM
JOBS

15.00

EPAVA

1
06/06/19

Groundskeeping maintenance; mow lawns using zero-turn mower; trim around walkways, flower beds & walls with weed whacker;
cleanup after mowing; plant flowers, grass, shrubs & bushes; trim shrubs, hedges, bushes & vines.
12246132 LINE COOKS, SOUS CHEFS, DISHWASHERS & EX 1
25
FALL RIVER

ABORG

06/07/19

Line Cooks, Sous Chefs, Dishwashers & Expo
The Cove Restaurant and Marina, Fall River & The Wharf in Warren, RI
Looking for qualified line cooks, sous chefs, dishwashers and Expo for a very high-volume restaurant. Availability must be days, nights,
weekends and holidays. The Cove Restaurant & Marina is in Fall River, MA and The Wharf is located in Warren, RI.
12233490 MANAGEMENT TRAINEE

1
40
FALL RIVER

KFRAN

06/04/19

Responsibilities:
As a Management Trainee, you?ll start learning our business from day one while based out of one of our neighborhood branches. You
will be entrusted to serve as both the face of Enterprise to customers and partners and the behind-the-scenes operational expert. In
our structured program, you will master the knowledge and skills you need to eventually run your own branch, cultivate new business
and develop your team.
In our hands-on learning environment, you will receive the guidance, mentoring, and support you need to be successful. You will also
get out into the community and establish the relationships essential to building your own business.
We?ll teach you how to excel at customer service, sales and marketing, finance, and operations. And you?ll learn what it means to
12190035 MATERIALS SUPPORT STAFF

2
40
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

05/23/19

Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River,
MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country.
Summary: The Materials Support position is responsible for ensuring all incoming lots of ingredients are tracked promptly and
accurately to the work order.
Positional accountabilities
1.Organize previous day’s recipes by department, line and number.
2.Check email; flag anything that needs to be addressed. (Cancellations, inventory issues, etc.…)
12181573 MAUBTAUBER 1

2
40
FALL RIVER

3:00 pm

11:00 pm

ABORG

05/21/19

Job Title: Maintainer I - Second Shift
Job Description: Performs custodial work for any Bristol campus buildings and grounds.
Link to Apply: https://bristolcc.interviewexchange.com/jobofferdetails.jsp?JOBID=110870
Job Description:
STATEMENT OF DUTIES: Performs custodial work for any Bristol campus buildings and grounds.
SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Reports to the Building Maintenance Supervisor I.
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
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12206694 MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST/CHIRO ASST.

SHIFT

HRS/
WK

FROM

TO

1
30
ACUSHNET

MIN_PAY

MAX PAY

15.00

19.00

SMART2

NUM
JOBS

1
05/28/19

We are currently seeking an enthusiastic and energetic person to join our staff. This position is for our busy front desk daily operations.
Candidate needs to have exceptional communication skills and the ability to multitask. Must have EHR and computer knowledge. Job
consists of aswering phones, make appointments, collect money ,general clerical duties, knowledge of different health insurance
carriers, referrals, verifying eligibility, Imaging scheduling, detailed oriented, organized, reliable. Salary is negotiable depending on
experience.
Experience:
Medical Insurance: 1 year (Preferred)
Computer Skills: 2 years (Required)
receptionist: 2 years (Preferred)
12230540 MEDICAL SECRETARY

1
25
FALL RIVER

8:00 am

5:30 pm

INETEMPL

06/03/19

INETEMPL

06/05/19

Description
Edit
1) Preparing patients for their leave:
A) Scheduling:
- Return appointments
- Surgery appointments.
- Referral of patient to other doctors/lab/hospital
B) Filling out forms:
- Lab forms
- Pathology requisitions
12237219 MOBILE PHLEBOTOMIST- PART TIME, EARLY
1
20
FALL RIVER
AM

Company: U.S. Laboratories
US Laboratories is seeking Mobile Phlebotomists at all experience levels to service our clients. Employment with US Laboratories means
you'll never be stuck in a draw station cubicle again! These mobile, flexible positions include weekend, on-call and holiday coverage.
New graduates encouraged to apply!
Have you spent countless hours and thousands of dollars pursuing a phlebotomy certification, only to be told that you need experience
to qualify for employment? At U.S. Laboratories, we understand how frustrating it is to dedicate time, money and energy into a career,
only to hit an employment roadblock.
We want to help you develop your freshly-acquired phlebotomy skills into a rewarding career!
WHAT US LABORATORIES HAS TO OFFER:
A job with US Laboratories will not only provide you with a career opportunity right out of school, but will also provide you weeks of
12233640 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST - PRN - FALL RIVE
1
40
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

06/04/19

Occupational Therapist - PRN - Fall River, MA (364192-6040 )
Kindred RehabilitationServices is the largest diversified provider of rehabilitation therapy in the country. Through RehabCare and
Kindred Hospital Rehabilitation Services, we provide leading therapy to more than 2,000 sites of service across different settings in the
care continuum and have been managing rehab for more than 30 years. We provide rehabilitation services, including physical,
occupational and speech-language therapies to virtually every care setting including inpatient, outpatient, skilled nursing, home health,
long-term acute care and assisted living. With locations across 47 states, we are certain to have a rehab job for you.
Your career growth begins when you join an interdisciplinary team, where doctors, nurses, therapists and other experts work together
to form individualized care plans for our patients and residents. Opportunities through our development programs, training seminars
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SHIFT

HRS/
WK

1
20
FALL RIVER

FROM
7:00 am

TO
12:00 pm

MIN_PAY

MAX PAY

NUM
JOBS

1
ABORG

05/21/19

SUMMARY: The Office Coordinator works as an integral part of the program team. The Office Coordinator will perform, but is not
limited to, the following office related duties including administration of program record-keeping, conducting intakes and screenings,
data base collection, various monthly billings and preparing weekly bank deposits. When necessary perform CPR and administer
Narcan. This position may require a flexible schedule including 1st and 2nd shifts. The agency has the right to change your shifts based
on the needs of the organization.
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:
Position Specific Duties
Provide assistance in the area of program billing, report preparation, purchasing, bookkeeping, etc.
Perform office-related duties including but not limited to typing, filing, preparing memos, letters, agendas, faxes, composing
12190251 OPTHALMIC TECHNICIAN

1
40
FALL RIVER

KFRAN

05/23/19

Primary Duties and Responsibilities:
Efficiently and accurately interviews patients and documents histories.
Performs technical work-ups and special testing.
Maintains and cleans all equipment being used.
Responsible for sterilization of ophthalmic equipment after use.
Maintains patient confidentiality.
Cooperates and communicates with all staff members and physicians about patient matters
Duties and responsibilities may be added, deleted or changed at any time at the discretion of the management, formally or informally,
either verbally or in writing.
12219734 OUTREACH WORKER

1
40
FALL RIVER

ABORG

05/31/19

SUMMARY: The Outreach Worker works as an integral part of the program team. The Outreach Worker will perform, but is not limited
to, the following duties: administration of program record-keeping, conducting interviews, intakes, developing, implementing and
monitoring individualized service plans, case reviews, and advocacy. When necessary perform CPR and administer Narcan. This position
may require a flexible schedule including 1st and 2nd shifts. The agency has the right to change your shifts based on the needs of the
organization.
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:
Position Specific Duties
Using own transportation, provide street outreach to homeless individuals and youth, including those with serious mental illness and
substance use disorders.
12246018 PACK OUT SUPERVISOR

1
40
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

06/07/19

Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River,
MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country.
Summary Accountable for achieving established corporate departmental goals; including division profitability, product quality and
accuracy, staff productivity, scheduling efficiencies and the oversight of equipment performance and downtime.
Essential Duties and Responsibilities
•Continuous development, analysis and utilization of established departmental performance data programs to achieve departmental
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SHIFT

HRS/
WK

1
30
ATTLEBORO

FROM

TO

MIN_PAY

MAX PAY

NUM
JOBS

2
AREGO

05/13/19

Description
Ensure the implementation of member?s DHSP objectives and corresponding data collection; accurately document progress and needs
related to goals.
Instruct, counsel and supervise members in: education, daily living skills, personal care, socialization, behavioral skills, self advocacy,
and other areas identified in the DHSP.
Assist members to achieve goals by maintaining knowledge of their learning styles, strengths and needs and ensure that skills are taught
accordingly; notify the Administrator, Day Hab Program Director or Developmental Specialists of problems or concerns; maintain a
normalizing, learning environment.
Communicate effectively and work cooperatively with supervisors including; Administrators, Day Hab Program Director, Health Services
Coordinator, Therapeutic Services (OT, PT, Speech and Behavior) and all members.
12241994 PART TIME MERCHANDISER-SWANSEA, MA

1
15
SWANSEA

INETEMPL

06/07/19

Job Description
For more than 100 years, American Greetings Corporation has been a creator and manufacturer of innovative social expression
products that assist consumers in enhancing their relationships to create happiness, laughter and love.
American Greetings has opportunities available for you as a Part-Time Merchandiser. As a Merchandiser, you ll be an essential part of
our company s purpose; To make the world a more thoughtful and caring place. We want you to bring your energy and flexibility when
you service the greeting card departments in retail locations. The starting pay is $12.00 per hour and could increase based on your
experience.
Zip Code(s) for retail location(s): 02777
Your Responsibilities:
Maintain and fill product displays
12206571 PART TIME WAREHOUSE SELECTORS

3
20
ASSONET

DSOUZ2

05/28/19

PART TIME THIRD SHIFT 16- 20 HOURS PDC 3:00 p.m. - 11:30 p.m. Two 8 hour shifts, Friday and Saturday
8:30 p.m. - 5:00 a.m. Two 8 hour shifts, Thursday and Friday or Friday and Sunday or Friday and Monday.
5:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. Four 5 hour shifts, Thursday, Friday,Saturday and Sunday or Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Monday. Working
three 5 hour shifts is available as long as Friday and Saturday are included with either Sunday or Monday being the additional day.
GDC
5:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. Three or four five hour shifts, any days but must include either Saturday or Sunday.
9:30 p.m. - 2:30 a.m. Three or four five hour shifts, any days but must include Saturday or Sunday.
9:30 p.m. - 6:00 a.m. Two 8-hour shifts, any days but must include Saturday or Sunday.
IMMEDIATE NEED FOR ( PART-TIME 3rd Shift ) WAREHOUSE SELECTORS
PLEASE APPLY AT: Fall River Career Center 446 North Main Street Fall River Ma. 02720
12178664 PARTNERS RECEPTIONIST

1
40
SWANSEA

INETEMPL

05/20/19

The Partners Insurance Group Receptionist receives visitors, ascertains their needs and directs them accordingly. Answers the Agency
telephone to relay incoming and outgoing calls and performs miscellaneous communication and clerical duties.
Responsibilities
Greets visitors, determine their needs, checks appointments and directs them to the proper person or office.
Receives all incoming calls to the Agency and/or refers call to the proper person/office or takes a message.
Services customers directly or on telephone based on knowledge of Agency.
Opens, date stamps and distributes mail to staff.
Enters all cancellations, reinstatements, and property inspection reports into the Agency
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12147370 PHYSICAL THERAPIST - SCHOOL

SHIFT

HRS/
WK

FROM

TO

1
40
NORWOOD

MIN_PAY

NUM

MAX PAY

30.00

JOBS

38.00

EFERN

1
05/13/19

Position Description/Minimum Qualifications:
Physical therapists lead the process in development, implementation, and coordination of the physical therapy program.
Screening, evaluation, therapeutic intervention, transition and exit planning is provided for clients identified with or suspected of
having disabilities that interfere with their ability to perform daily life activities or participate in necessary or desired occupations.
Professional judgment and clinical knowledge are used to develop individualized programming based on physical performance deficits.
The physical therapist regularly collaborates with other disciplines and services at departmental and system levels, and is expected to
12096109 PHYSICAL THERAPIST - SCHOOL

1
40
ATTLEBORO

JCAHI

05/01/19

Position Description/Minimum Qualifications:
Physical therapists lead the process in development, implementation, and coordination of the physical therapy program.
Screening, evaluation, therapeutic intervention, transition and exit planning is provided for clients identified with or suspected of
having disabilities that interfere with their ability to perform daily life activities or participate in necessary or desired occupations.
Professional judgment and clinical knowledge are used to develop individualized programming based on physical performance deficits.
The physical therapist regularly collaborates with other disciplines and services at departmental and system levels, and is expected to
12233641 PHYSICAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT - PRN - FAL

1
40
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

06/04/19

Physical Therapist Assistant - PRN - Fall River, MA (364193-6040 )
We are currently recruiting for a Physical Therapy Assistant to work per diem for our company. You will work in a team where you will
provide quality, compassionate care in a secure setting. Under the supervision of the Physical Therapist, you will implement the
resident's Care Plan for rehabilitation. Help mentally and/or physically impaired residents to participate in tasks to restore, reinforce,
and enhance their performance.
Responsibilities
Communicate resident progress or problems to supervisor and other team members; assist with resident scheduling and post charges
daily to resident records.
Document resident care in accordance with Peoplefirst, regulatory, licensing, payer and accrediting requirements.
12198909 PHYSICIAN (HOSPITALIST)

4
42
FALL RIVER

7:00 am

7:00 pm

INETEMPL

05/26/19

Job Description:
Full-time position (multiple openings) working for PrimaCARE, PC, 277 Pleasant Street, P.O. Box 1070, Durfee Union Mills, Bldg. 1., 4th
Fl., Fall River, MA, providing services at St. Anne’s Hospital, 795 Middle Street, Fall River, MA. Responsibilities include conducting initial
patient assessments and admissions, formulating and implementing treatment plans, scheduling and reviewing clinical and diagnostic
tests, providing updates to primary care physicians and family members, conducting multiple rounds daily as necessary for the acuity of
patients’ conditions, coordinating and integrating specialty and subspecialty consultations, coordinating patient transfers to and from
the ICU, medical/surgical unit, and or skilled nursing facilities, coordinating discharge planning, and performing administrative duties
related to position. Normal shift/schedule is 12 hours per day, 7 days "on" and 7 days "off". Additional shifts/schedules as assigned.
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12198929 PHYSICIAN (HOSPITALIST)

SHIFT

HRS/
WK

4
42
FALL RIVER

FROM
7:00 am

TO
7:00 pm

MIN_PAY

240,000.00

NUM

MAX PAY

JOBS

240,000.00

INETEMPL

4

05/26/19

Job Description:
Full-time position (multiple openings) working for PrimaCARE, PC, 277 Pleasant Street, P.O. Box 1070, Durfee Union Mills, Bldg. 1., 4th
Fl., Fall River, MA, providing services at Charlton Memorial Hospital, 363 Highland Avenue, Fall River, MA. Responsibilities include
conducting initial patient assessments and admissions, formulating and implementing treatment plans, scheduling and reviewing
clinical and diagnostic tests, providing updates to primary care physicians and family members, conducting multiple rounds daily as
necessary for the acuity of patients’ conditions, coordinating and integrating specialty and subspecialty consultations, coordinating
patient transfers to and from the ICU, medical/surgical unit, and or skilled nursing facilities, coordinating discharge planning, and
performing administrative duties related to position. Normal shift/schedule is 12 hours per day, 7 days "on" and 7 days "off".
Additional shifts/schedules as assigned.
12198930 PHYSICIAN (NOCTURNIST HOSPITALIST)

3
42
FALL RIVER

7:00 pm

7:00 am

INETEMPL

05/26/19

Job Description:
Full-time position (1 opening) working for PrimaCARE, PC, 277 Pleasant Street, P.O. Box 1070, Durfee Union Mills, Bldg. 1., 4th Fl., Fall
River, MA, providing services at St. Anne’s Hospital, 795 Middle Street, Fall River, MA. Responsibilities include conducting initial patient
assessments and admissions, formulating and implementing treatment plans, scheduling and reviewing clinical and diagnostic tests,
providing updates to primary care physicians and family members, conducting multiple rounds daily as necessary for the acuity of
patients’ conditions, coordinating and integrating specialty and subspecialty consultations, coordinating patient transfers to and from
the ICU, medical/surgical unit, and or skilled nursing facilities, coordinating discharge planning, and performing administrative duties
related to position. Normal shift/schedule is 14 shifts a month, 7PM-7AM. With other shifts/schedules as assigned.

12198931 PHYSICIAN (NOCTURNIST HOSPITALIST)

3
42
FALL RIVER

7:00 pm

7:00 am

INETEMPL

05/26/19

Job Description:
Full-time position (1 opening) working for PrimaCARE, PC, 277 Pleasant Street, P.O. Box 1070, Durfee Union Mills, Bldg. 1., 4th Fl., Fall
River, MA, providing services at St. Anne’s Hospital, 795 Middle Street, Fall River, MA and Charlton Memorial Hospital, 363 Highland
Avenue, Fall River, MA. Responsibilities include conducting initial patient assessments and admissions, formulating and implementing
treatment plans, scheduling and reviewing clinical and diagnostic tests, providing updates to primary care physicians and family
members, conducting multiple rounds daily as necessary for the acuity of patients’ conditions, coordinating and integrating specialty
and subspecialty consultations, coordinating patient transfers to and from the ICU, medical/surgical unit, and or skilled nursing
facilities, coordinating discharge planning, and performing administrative duties related to position. Normal shift/schedule is 14 shifts a
month, 7PM-7AM. With other shifts/schedules as assigned.
12193889 PK TELLER - SEEKONK

1
20
SEEKONK

INETEMPL

05/24/19

PK Teller - Seekonk (180000C0)
Rockland Trust is currently seeking a peak time Teller to work 15 hours/week in our 7 day a week Seekonk Branch. Availability to work
consistent Saturdays and Sundays is required.
As a Teller you will assist the Bank in meeting its goals of sales and service by providing the highest level of customer service through an
ongoing commitment to improvement in knowledge, productivity, and job efficiency.
Under the supervision of the Branch Manager or Designee this position is responsible for conducting financial transactions for bank
customers; identifies and makes sales referrals, recommends digital channels, cross-sells bank services and products, and provides
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12249905 PLY HHA, HOME HEALTH AIDE

SHIFT

HRS/
WK

FROM

TO

1
40
FALL RIVER

MIN_PAY

NUM

MAX PAY

JOBS

1
INETEMPL

06/08/19

Work in your neighborhood and give back to your community. BAYADA Home Health Care has an immediate need for HHA - Home
Health Aides to care for our clients. As a member of our home care team, you will be valued, respected, and heard.
We have current job openings for HHAs - Home Health Aides in the following locations:
Seekonk, MA
Fall River, MA
Swansea, MA
Dartmouth, MA
New Bedford, MA
Fairhaven, MA
12233485 PORTER POSITION

2
19
SOMERSET

KFRAN

06/04/19

Applications are now being accepted for the following position.......
Porter 5pm-9pm 12 hours weekly. Position will require rotating holidays & every other weekend.
Willing to train
Must have greta customer service skills, be willing to work overtime if needed, and have reliable transportation.
12190053 PREP SUPERVISOR

2
40
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

05/23/19

The Blount family has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side
dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River, MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder
in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country.
Summary: Supervises and coordinates all activities of the Prep department for designated shift(s). Ensuring the accurate, efficient and
cost effective processing of raw goods for Production utilization.
Essential Duties and Responsibilities:
•Responsible for the training, coaching and oversight of all Prep Department personnel and activities.
•Responsible for ensuring proper levels of staff are maintained within department, while adhering to departmental labor costs.
12219533 PRODUCTION LABORER - REHOBOTH,
MA-152158

1
40
REHOBOTH

INETEMPL

05/31/19

Job ID: 152158
Non-Exempt
Oldcastle Infrastructure, a CRH company, is the leading manufacturer of precast concrete, polymer concrete, and plastic products in the
United States. Our products range from utility vaults, reinforced concrete pipe, catch basins, drainage and septic tanks, to retaining
walls, storm shelters, wall panels, concrete barriers, a variety of prestressed concrete productsand more. With more than 80 locations
nationwide and 3,000 plus employees, Oldcastle Infrastructure is committed to upholding core values of reliability, quality, and service
in cutting edge ways.
Oldcastle Infrastructure - Built For Life from Oldcastle Infrastructure on Vimeo.
Job Description Summary
The ideal candidate in this role will perform a wide range of duties in an industrial manufacturing environment. This individual will be
12219742 PROJECT COORDINATOR

1
40
FALL RIVER

ABORG

05/31/19

SUMMARY: The Project Coordinator is an integral part of the program team. The Project Coordinator will perform, but is not limited to,
the following duties: administration of program record-keeping, conducting interviews, intakes, developing, implementing and
monitoring individualized service plans, case reviews, and advocacy. This position requires home visits and community outreach. When
necessary the Project Coordinator will perform CPR and administer Narcan. This position requires a flexible schedule including 1st and
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SHIFT

HRS/
WK

FROM

TO

MIN_PAY

MAX PAY

NUM
JOBS

1

2nd shifts. The agency has the right to change shifts based on the needs of the organization.
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:
Position Specific Duties
Responsible for identifying housing placement for consumers of the Project.
Performs initial income rental certification and annual recertification with consumers.
12219557 PT TELLER - FALL RIVER (BRAYTON AVE)

1
20
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

05/31/19

PT Teller - Fall River (Brayton Ave) (1900007R)
Rockland Trust is currently seeking a part time Teller to work 20 hours/week in our Fall River (Brayton Ave) branch.
As a Teller you will assist the Bank in meeting its goals of sales and service by providing the highest level of customer service through an
ongoing commitment to improvement in knowledge, productivity, and job efficiency.
Under the supervision of the Branch Manager or Designee this position is responsible for conducting financial transactions for bank
customers; identifies and makes sales referrals, recommends digital channels, cross-sells bank services and products, and provides
superior service in a highly professional manner.
12190064 QP ENGINEERING TECH

2
40
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

05/23/19

Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River,
MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country.
Position Summary
Monitor standards and controls in relation to the manufacturing of high quality soup products in a dynamic, fast paced USDA, FDA food
manufacturing facility.
Position Responsibilities:
12190069 QP INSPECTOR

2
40
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

05/23/19

Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River,
MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country. Blount Fine
foods has three manufacturing facilities.
Summary:
Leads and coordinates all raw material inspection activities in the Prep department. Ensure the absence of foreign material while
enforcing quality standards that are accurate, efficient and safe for processing raw goods. In event of absence, the position will be filled
12190072 QUALITY ASSURANCE TECH

3
40
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

05/23/19

Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River,
MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country.
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SHIFT

HRS/
WK

FROM

TO

MIN_PAY

NUM

MAX PAY

JOBS

16.50

1

Position Summary:
The Quality Assurance Technician assists Quality Assurance Management in the maintenance of overall product quality and safety. This
key role assures the effective completion and documentation of Quality Assurance responsibilities.
Daily/Position Responsibilities (Other duties may be assigned):
12219539 REBAR PRODUCTION LABORER - REHOBOTH,
1
40
REHOBOTH
MA-

INETEMPL

05/31/19

Job ID: 152161
Non-Exempt
Oldcastle Infrastructure, a CRH company, is the leading manufacturer of precast concrete, polymer concrete, and plastic products in the
United States. Our products range from utility vaults, reinforced concrete pipe, catch basins, drainage and septic tanks, to retaining
walls, storm shelters, wall panels, concrete barriers, a variety of prestressed concrete productsand more. With more than 80 locations
nationwide and 3,000 plus employees, Oldcastle Infrastructure is committed to upholding core values of reliability, quality, and service
in cutting edge ways.
Oldcastle Infrastructure - Built For Life from Oldcastle Infrastructure on Vimeo.
Job Description Summary
The ideal candidate in this role will perform a wide range of duties in an industrial indoor and outdoor manufacturing environment. This
12233118 REGISTERED NURSE (RN) - HOME HEALTH - FU 1
40
DARTMOUTH

INETEMPL

06/04/19

Full-Time Registered Nurse
BAYADA Home Health has an immediate opening for a full-time, benefit eligiblef RN, Registered Nurse to perform home health visits for
our office in Dartmouth, MA. This office provides exceptional care to adult and geriatric patients in their homes in Dartmouth, New
Bedford, Fall River and surrounding towns. One year prior clinical experience as a licensed RN is required.
BAYADA has a special purpose: to help people of all ages have a safe home life with comfort, independence, and dignity. We believe our
clients and their families deserve the highest quality home health care delivered with compassion, excellence, and reliability - our core
values, affording them the opportunity to remain at home and receive the medical care required.

12147526 REGISTERED NURSES

1
30
ATTLEBORO

AREGO

05/13/19

Description-Positions are Per Diem
The Nurse is responsible for providing clinical nursing supports and coordination of all medical services for individuals attending the Day
Habilitation Program and or Children?s School, and provides training and supervision to program staff. The Nurse assists the Program
Director in the daily operation of the Day Habilitation Program and or Children?s School and completes all necessary documentation
pursuant to the regulatory requirements.
Oversee health care services for all program recipients. Coordinate medical services with each recipient?s primary physician when
needed.
Member of inter-disciplinary evaluation team. Participates in ongoing interdisciplinary evaluations and review of each recipient?s needs
12206776 RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR

2
40
SWANSEA

3:00 pm

10:00 pm

INETEMPL

05/28/19

Residential Counselor – Full-time (2nd shift, Awake Over Night, Weekend Shifts) (No Mandating Shifts)
Stevens Treatment Programs located in the Historical District of Swansea, Massachusetts is a private, non-profit program for adolescent
boys with behavioral and emotional problems that present serious treatment concerns. For over 80 years Stevens has provided a long
tradition of service to boys whose needs had gone unmet by traditional and familial structure. Our programs provide structured,
therapeutic environments that are safe and secure.
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FROM
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14.08

NUM
JOBS

15.04

8

Responsibilities:
This position is responsible for the day-to-day implementation of the program’s philosophical and treatment models. Through
nurturing, limit setting and related activities, a stable consistent, structured living environment is maintained. Such an environment
12246133 RESTAURANT ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER 1
40
FALL RIVER
AND

ABORG

06/07/19

Restaurant Assistant General Manager and Floor Manager
The Cove Restaurant and Marina Fall River, MA & The Wharf in Warren RI
Qualified, Talented, Experienced Restaurant Management for Full Service multi-tasking position with 5 years? experience and be able to
handle very high volume. Availability must be days, nights, weekends and holidays. The Cove Restaurant & Marina is in Fall River, MA
and The Wharf is located in Warren, RI.
Please attach a cover letter and resume to adela@cove392.com
12233505 RETAIL ASSOCIATE

1
25
FALL RIVER

KFRAN

06/04/19

Employer is looking for someone with tremendous customer service skills, willing to hustle, stock, and greet their customers with a
smile and assist them with their shopping needs. Must have reliable transportation, be willing to work nights, weekends and some
holidays.
12233624 RETAIL LEAD GENERATOR (HOURLY +
COMMISSI

1
40
DARTMOUTH

INETEMPL

06/04/19

JOB DESCRIPTION
Company: ARS/Rescue Rooter
ARS of Boston South has partnered with the largest home improvement retailer to provide their customers with excellent HVAC
equipment sales and service!
The Lead Generator will be generating sales leads and setting appointments with retail customers to conduct store sponsored
maintenance, repairs, and replacements on HVAC systems.
The ideal candidate will have some sales and marketing or related work experience, excellent communication and people skills,
enthusiasm with approaching customers, and a strong work ethic.
WE CURRENTLY HAVE FULL TIME POSITIONS STARTING WITH A MINIMUM BASE HOURLY RATE OF $17/HR AVAILABLE WITH
CONSISTENT SCHEDULES AND SHIFT TIMES ENDING BEFORE 6:30PM!
12233509 RETAIL SALES ASSOCIATE

4
25
FALL RIVER

KFRAN

06/04/19

In a store as big as ours, we need all hands (or paws, wings, fins, whatever you have!) on deck to ensure we are operating efficiently.
Our stores offer multiple shifts throughout the early morning, day, and evening hours. So, as a PetSmart sales associate, you may be
cross-trained in the following areas:
Customer Service: You?ll be an essential part of creating sincere connections with pet parents. You?ll welcome them (and their pets!) to
the store, facilitate an easy check out process as a cashier and ensure that they found everything they needed.
Pet Care: You?ll ensure the safety of all living pets our stores?including fish, reptiles, birds, and small animals. You?ll be their family until
they get a family of their own; you?ll help to keep them healthy, clean, and well fed! You?ll also engage with pet parents to provide
them with the best solutions specifically for their pets.
Merchandising & Inventory: You?ll play an integral role in helping our pet parents find exactly what they need, right when they need it.
12184961 RETAIL/DEPOSIT OPERATIONS CLERK

1
40
FALL RIVER

8:00 am

5:00 pm

INETEMPL

05/22/19

Please apply directly at www.mechanics-coop.com
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SHIFT

HRS/
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FROM
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NUM
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JOBS

1

Retail/Deposit Operations Clerk
Retail Banking Operations
AVP, Deposit Operations Manager

Summary:
This position is responsible for auditing Customer Source records related to new accounts, data revisions and exception activity. They
12181537 RN

1
40
FALL RIVER

ABORG

05/21/19

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:
Position Specific Duties
Collaborates, communicates, and meets with treatment team and other practice care team staff as needed and require
Assess and monitor
Provide ongoing management, education, and support of patients in all phases of treatment including; medication teaching,
monitoring, pill counts, observed dosing, and medication refills.
Exhibits non-judgmental, empathetic and supportive approach when communicating with patients/families and staff
Collaboration with licensed, prescribing physicians and pharmacy.
Complete appropriate documentation with record keeping
Consistently use clear, concise, and effective written and oral communication; and comply with departmental policies when
12215135 RN FIELD NURSE - FALL RIVER MA

1
40
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

05/30/19

Description
AccentCare, Inc.?is a national post-acute healthcare provider with 45 years of industry experience. We thrive on providing
patient-centric care and a warm and personalized experience within our local communities. ?
Your Success is our Success. We strive to?provide new?employees with a structured on-boarding process to help you become
assimilated quickly, and cutting-edge tools to make your daily work easier and more efficient. We offer extensive training and a
wide-array of opportunities for continued education and promotional opportunities.
Position:Registered Nurse (RN)
Reports to:Executive Director Skilled Services

12190571 ROAD MECHANIC

1
40
LAKEVILLE

INETEMPL

05/24/19

JOB DESCRIPTION SUMMARY
Road Mechanic
Are you seeking an entrepreneurial, empowering workplace that allows you to:
Work on a variety of makes, models & equipment in challenging remote locations
Develop new skills for a career track in service or operation management
Work with an incredible team of people in a safety-focused environment
Sunbelt Rentals--the fastest growing rental business in North America--is seeking a Road Mechanic.
This Road mechanic/technician role performs preventive maintenance and makes repairs at the customer's location equipment in the
safest, most effective way possible to avoid downtime. Our fleet varies by location but primarily include Aerial Work Platforms, general
construction tools and equipment. Our specialty lines locations may have a fleet of large-scale power-generators, pumps, HVAC systems
12193792 SALES AND COMMERCIAL ASSOCIATE

4
40
SEEKONK

INETEMPL

05/24/19

Overview
Icahn Automotive Group LLC (Icahn Automotive) was formed by its parent, Icahn Enterprises L.P. (NASDAQ: IEP), to invest in and
operate businesses involved in aftermarket parts distribution and service. Our businesses have a singular focus: provide premium
automotive parts and services at a great value. The businesses of Icahn Automotive today consist of Pep Boys® automotive aftermarket
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retail and service chain, Auto Plus® automotive aftermarket parts distributor, Precision Tune Auto Care® owned and franchised
automotive service centers, and AAMCO Total Auto Care franchised service centers. The businesses of Icahn Automotive total over
22,000 employees, over 2,000 company-owned and franchise locations and 25 distribution centers throughout the US, Canada, and
Puerto Rico.

1

Position Summary
12241859 SALES ASSOCIATE - FAMOUS FOOTWEAR

1
40
SWANSEA

INETEMPL

06/06/19

At Famous Footwear, our shoes empower us to step forward and become our best selves. When we are inspired to be our best, our
potential is limitless. Make the next step in your retail career with Famous Footwear.
We seek Sales Associates who:
Sell lots of shoes to meet and exceed sales goals
Are friendly, outgoing and help our customers find and purchase top name-brand footwear
Keep our stores looking great and stocked with newest arrivals
Joining our team as a Sales Associate is your first step forward in a career with Famous Footwear!
Famous Footwear is a retail division of Caleres, a $2.8 billion footwear company with a diverse portfolio of global footwear brands,
which fit people s lives. We offer competitive pay, career advancement opportunities and a 30% shoe discount. Apply today!
EOE/M/F/Vet/Disabled
12241533 SALES ASSOCIATE - FAMOUS FOOTWEAR

1
40
SEEKONK

INETEMPL

06/06/19

At Famous Footwear, our shoes empower us to step forward and become our best selves. When we are inspired to be our best, our
potential is limitless. Make the next step in your retail career with Famous Footwear.
We seek Sales Associates who:
Sell lots of shoes to meet and exceed sales goals
Are friendly, outgoing and help our customers find and purchase top name-brand footwear
Keep our stores looking great and stocked with newest arrivals
Joining our team as a Sales Associate is your first step forward in a career with Famous Footwear!
Famous Footwear is a retail division of Caleres, a $2.8 billion footwear company with a diverse portfolio of global footwear brands,
which fit people s lives. We offer competitive pay, career advancement opportunities and a 30% shoe discount. Apply today!
EOE/M/F/Vet/Disabled
12230845 SALES ASSOCIATE PT

1
20
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

06/03/19

3
40
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

05/23/19

Position Details - Sales Associate PT

Job ID
360933
Title
Sales Associate PT

12190076 SANITATION SUPERVISOR

Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River,
MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country. Blount Fine
foods has three manufacturing facilities.
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55,000.00
1
Job Summary: Supervises and coordinates activities of sanitation team members in a food processing facility. This position reports to
the Sanitation Division Manager.
Responsibilities: Cleans and inspects all process equipment for conformity to federal and state sanitation laws and plant standards in
an efficient manner. ¿
12241913 SEASONAL ASSOCIATE - FAMOUS FOOTWEAR 1
40
SEEKONK

INETEMPL

06/06/19

At Famous Footwear, our shoes empower us to step forward and become our best selves. When we are inspired to be our best, our
potential is limitless. Make the next step in your retail career with Famous Footwear.
We seek Seasonal Sales Associates who:
Sell lots of shoes to meet and exceed sales goals
Are friendly, outgoing and help our customers find and purchase top name-brand footwear
Keep our stores looking great and stocked with newest arrivals
Joining our team as a temporary Seasonal Associate is your first step forward in a career
with Famous Footwear!
Famous Footwear is a retail division of Caleres, a $2.8 billion footwear company with a diverse portfolio of global footwear brands,
which fit people s lives. We offer competitive pay, career advancement opportunities and a 30% shoe discount. Apply today!
12241847 SEASONAL ASSOCIATE - FAMOUS FOOTWEAR 1
40
SWANSEA

INETEMPL

06/06/19

At Famous Footwear, our shoes empower us to step forward and become our best selves. When we are inspired to be our best, our
potential is limitless. Make the next step in your retail career with Famous Footwear.
We seek Seasonal Sales Associates who:
Sell lots of shoes to meet and exceed sales goals
Are friendly, outgoing and help our customers find and purchase top name-brand footwear
Keep our stores looking great and stocked with newest arrivals
Joining our team as a temporary Seasonal Associate is your first step forward in a career
with Famous Footwear!
Famous Footwear is a retail division of Caleres, a $2.8 billion footwear company with a diverse portfolio of global footwear brands,
which fit people s lives. We offer competitive pay, career advancement opportunities and a 30% shoe discount. Apply today!
12185201 SECURITY GUARDS PART TIME

2
24
ASSONET

10:00 pm

6:00 am

DSOUZ2

05/22/19

Seeking mature, reliable Security Guards for Second Shift Part l Time . Some EXPERIENCE Preferred. Position will involve performing
various security functions such as: patrolling grounds, monitoring incoming and outgoing goods, checking incoming vehicles at the
guard shack etc.To apply candidates must complete an online application at at stopandshop.com or can apply at Fall River Career
Center to apply on-line. This Union Position must be Dependable.. Must have basic Computer Skills..
12118903 SECURITY OFFICER

2
25
PLAINVILLE

ABORG

05/06/19

Overview
Don?t just work. Work Happy.
A career in gaming? At Plainridge Park Casino we think you?ll enjoy an exciting industry, fast-paced days and nights, diverse,
enthusiastic co-workers, unlimited growth and support from one of the leaders in the industry.
An individual could be successful if they possess the following.
Your daily responsibilities include
Responsible for fostering a fun environment
Responsible for being a gracious host to all guests and co-workers
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12224892 SECURITY OFFICER - SUSA

SHIFT

HRS/
WK

1
40
FALL RIVER

FROM

TO

MIN_PAY

MAX PAY

NUM
JOBS

1
INETEMPL

06/02/19

* Observes and reports activities and incidents at an assigned client site, providing for the security and safety of client property and
personnel.
* Makes periodic patrols to check for irregularities and to inspect protection devices and fire control equipment.
* Preserves order and may act to enforce regulations and directives for the site pertaining to personnel, visitors, and premises.
* Controls access to client site or facility through the admittance process
* Patrols assigned site on foot or in vehicle; checks for unsafe conditions, hazards, unlocked doors, security violations, blocked
entrances and exits, mechanical problems, and unauthorized persons.
* Protects evidence or scene of incident in the event of accidents, emergencies, or security investigations.
* Responds to incidents of fire, medical emergency, bomb threat, flooding, water discharge, elevator emergency, hazardous
materials, inclement weather, and other incidents.
12184886 SECURITY OFFICER - UPSCALE

1
40
FREETOWN

INETEMPL

05/22/19

300 Dollar Sign-On Bonus/ 200 Dollar Referral Bonus
PLEASE CLICK APPLY OR TEXT "JOBS" TO 561-660-9797 FROM YOUR SMARTPHONE!
The world's leading private security organization, G4S, has an immediate job opportunity for an Upscale Security Officer. G4S is a
security provider for the United States government, fortune 500 companies, nuclear power plants, oil and gas companies, airport, ports,
banks, hospitals, factories, warehouses, commercial facilities, residential communities and much more.
As a full time employee of G4S, you will be entitled to the following benefits:
Major Medical, Dental and Vision
Paid vacation
401K
12198682 SENIOR ACCOUNTANT

1
40
LAKEVILLE

INETEMPL

05/25/19

Ocean Spray is a vibrant agricultural cooperative owned by more than 700 cranberry farmers in the United States, Canada and Chile,
who have helped preserve the family farming way of life for generations. The cooperative s cranberries are currently featured in more
than a thousand great-tasting, good-for-you products in over 100 countries worldwide. With more than 2,000 employees and nearly 20
receiving and processing facilities, Ocean Spray is committed to managing our business in a way that respects our communities,
colleagues and the environment.Ocean Spray believes that our colleagues are our best assets and we offer an environment where you
can work with exceptionally smart, innovative and passionate teams that are motivated to deliver Ocean Spray products around the
world. If you are looking for a rewarding career where you can Grow, Own, Live and Drive your career every day, Ocean Spray is for
you!The position is located at our Corporate office in Lakeville, MAPosition Summary:Under minimal guidance, the Sr. Accountant
understands Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) and performs a variety of accounting functions. The functions include
performing complex account reconciliations, ensuring accurate recognition and reporting of accounts, ensuring compliance with GAAP,
12233357 SENIOR MANAGER, SPRINT & AGILE
NAVIGATIO

1
40
LAKEVILLE

INETEMPL

06/04/19

In a nutshell:Is your motto when life gave you lemons you didn t just make lemonade, you opened lemonade stands. Are you a
hustler? You thrive in complexity and enjoy detangling the tangle. Are you a pioneer that enjoys bringing new ideas to life? If you are a
self-starter with an open mind and view challenges as opportunities You are who we are looking for!This position is responsible for Sr.
manager, Sprint and Agile Navigation of our new growth unit The Innovation Lighthouse. This person will be responsible for the
facilitation of Design Sprints, User Research, Prototype Testing, Design Thinking and Agile Methods facilitation. He/she should have a
passion for user centered design, complex problem solving, the ability to work across multiple business units, exceptional
communication skills, and be able to bring ideas to life visually. In this role, you will be the key for culture creation, ideas generation and
ability to accelerate innovation within 4-6 months time to test to market and continue to iterate until scale up [after 12 months
incubation].The ideal candidate is proactive and highly motivated, with exceptional facilitation, expert in project management, ability to
navigate challenges, comfort-zone mentality and innovation culture that will jeopardy project team. Ability to lead and influence
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12185487 SENIOR RETAIL CONSULTANT

SHIFT

HRS/
WK

1
40
SEEKONK

FROM

TO

MIN_PAY

MAX PAY

NUM
JOBS

1
INETEMPL

05/22/19

Job Summary
Now is your chance to move forward with a company that's constantly creating awesome solutions that deliver amazing experiences. In
this position, you have the opportunity to challenge yourself and help your peers grow, too.As a Sprint Senior Retail Consultant, you are
a captain of change. You lead your Sprint Retail team to victory on the sales floor by sharing proven techniques for success with your
store manager. You make honest connections with your customers and your co-workers. You stay current with the latest technologies
and trends and have the answers to even the most complex requests. You deliver the whole package products, plans and service like
nobody's business. Best of all, when you're doing what you do best (being awesome), you're nailing Sprint's customer satisfaction and
growth goals and having fun while doing it.You are the Sprint face to the customer and as such, you are the walking embodiments of
the brand and our commitment to provide our customers the best possible offer to fit their needs. Great products, great plans,
comparable network and outstanding customer experience.We reward you for your effort with a great total rewards package including
12190521 SENIOR RETAIL CONSULTANT

1
40
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

05/23/19

Job Summary
Now is your chance to move forward with a company that's constantly creating awesome solutions that deliver amazing experiences. In
this position, you have the opportunity to challenge yourself and help your peers grow, too.As a Sprint Senior Retail Consultant, you are
a captain of change. You lead your Sprint Retail team to victory on the sales floor by sharing proven techniques for success with your
store manager. You make honest connections with your customers and your co-workers. You stay current with the latest technologies
and trends and have the answers to even the most complex requests. You deliver the whole package products, plans and service like
nobody's business. Best of all, when you're doing what you do best (being awesome), you're nailing Sprint's customer satisfaction and
growth goals and having fun while doing it.You are the Sprint face to the customer and as such, you are the walking embodiments of
the brand and our commitment to provide our customers the best possible offer to fit their needs. Great products, great plans,
comparable network and outstanding customer experience.We reward you for your effort with a great total rewards package including
12224715 SERVER

1
40
SEEKONK

INETEMPL

06/02/19

Know what it s like to be in the stadium on game day? Then you know what it s like to work at Buffalo Wild Wings. It s fun. It s
fast-paced. We re at the top of our game and we want to keep it that way. So we re constantly upping the ante, providing the ultimate
experience for our fans. And, of course, it s our people that bring that experience to life.
GAME DAY
Your personality and commitment to create something a little different for everyone plus Buffalo Wild Wing s amazing offerings in
Wings, Beer, and Sports equals total awesomeness. You re the go-to guy or gal with the knowledge and confidence to read your
Guests and recommend just the thing to hit the spot. You satisfy the cravings and quench the thirst of our numerous fans. You hook em
up with the right sauce, the perfect seasoning, the ideal app. And you wrap it all up with enthusiasm and genuine interaction.
WE'LL PROVIDE THE PLAYBOOK, HERE'S WHAT YOU BRING TO THE TABLE
- You know the business. You have one plus years of recent restaurant experience.
12215352 SETUP TECHNICIAN #3824

1
40
LAKEVILLE

INETEMPL

05/30/19

WillScot seeks a safe and efficient Set Up Technician with carpentry skills to set-up and knockdown modular buildings.

WHO WE ARE:

WillScot (NASDAQ WSC) is the industry leader in providing storage solutions and modular workplace solutions to customers across
North America. Our buildings are used for a variety of applications from construction trailers, to portable classrooms, even medical
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SHIFT

HRS/
WK

12181561 SPECIAL PROGRAMS COORDINATOR- NURSING 1
24
FALL RIVER

FROM

TO

MIN_PAY

30,591.00

MAX PAY

35,508.00

ABORG

NUM
JOBS

1
05/21/19

SPECIAL PROGRAMS COORDINATOR - DIVERSITY NURSING SCHOLARS
Job Description:
STATEMENT OF DUTIES: Aligned with the goals of a Health Resources Service Administration (HRSA) grant and in partnership with the
University of Massachusetts - Dartmouth (UMD), the Special Programs Coordinator - Diversity Nursing Scholars (DNS) serves as a liaison
between the Greater New Bedford area and Bristol Community College to recruit, support, and engage students from
under-represented communities into the College's pathways into nursing. This position is located at the College's New Bedford Campus.
SUPERVISION RECEIVED: Reports to the Dean for Health Sciences.
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
Program Coordination:
Generate new contacts through networking, social media, calls, on-site visits, and active participation in relevant external events and
12189815 SPEECH PATHOLOGIST SLP PER DIEM

1
20
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

05/23/19

Speech Pathologist SLP Per Diem (19002395)
What You Will Do:
As a home health speech language pathologist, you will provide one on one therapeutic treatment and care to patients in their home
using a comprehensive and patient specific care plan, innovative solutions, and a preferred technology for point of care documentation.
You will have the opportunity to spend quality time with the patient, in their own home, to promote their health and independence.
You will have autonomy in addition to the support and collaboration of a full team of healthcare professionals. Your primary work will
include assessing and treating patients with speech, language, swallowing, cognitive and voice disorders.

12219874 SUPPORT ADVOCATES

1
25
FALL RIVER

ABORG

05/31/19

Full and Part Time positions available in Fall River, New Bedford, Fairhaven, Wareham and Dartmouth, various shifts available.
12246358 SURVEYOR LAYOUT SPECIALIST-19-0172

1
40
FALL RIVER

INETEMPL

06/07/19

SITECH Northeast is proud to be a leader in GPS and Robotic Total Station technology resulting in best in class machine automation
capability. We are helping construction firms radically improve productivity, efficiency and margin. Due to aggressive growth, we are
significantly expanding our organization. We are looking for ambitious and highly technologically driven grade foremen and surveying
specialists to join our rapidly growing team. If you have a passion for heavy equipment, for leveraging technology to improve
productivity on construction sites and know your way around construction paper plans, grade stakes, Robotic Total Stations, GPS
positioning and setting grades as a grade checker, we want to hear from you.
Essential Duties

12219497 TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR

1
35
FALL RIVER

DSOUZ2

05/31/19

Job Summary:
The Transportation Coordinator will coordinate all transportation arrangements for the Agency¿s operation Adult Day Health Programs
and After School Day Care. The transportation coordinator will coordinate all maintenance for agency vehicles. He/she will schedule
and secure all safety, repair and maintenance issues with all agency transport vehicles. He/she will work collaboratively with programs
to ensure efficient transportation services during program operation. The Transportation Coordinator will assist in program operations
as available and needed.
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SHIFT

HRS/
WK

FROM

TO

MIN_PAY

MAX PAY

1
35
FALL RIVER

6:30 am

5:00 pm

JOBS

1

Duties and Responsibilities:
1. Supervision of Transportation staff
2. Conduct yearly performance reviews
12230552 VAN DRIVER PER DIEM

NUM

DSOUZ2

06/03/19

Family Service Association is currently looking for dependable, conscientious individuals with a clean driving record and good
communication skills in the Fall River area. Applicants must have a proven record of vehicle safety and must provide safe and courteous
transportation for our program participants utilizing the agency's fleet of vans. Experience working with the elderly required.
Previous driving experience or 7D license desired.
Work hours are Monday through Friday, per diem and part time hours available between 6:30 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
Applicants must be able to pass CPR and First Aid Certification and have the ability to physically assist program participants as they
enter and exit the vehicle according to established safety rules and road regulations.
The successful applicants must also be able to successfully complete a MA State CORI, SORI, CPS and fingerprinting check and company
paid, pre-employment physical and drug testing.
12190268 VARIOUS

4
40
FALL RIVER

KFRAN

05/23/19

KFRAN

05/23/19

INETEMPL

05/22/19

Employer is looking to fill several positions in the restaurant, part time and full time positions are available.
looking to fill the following positions immediately:
Line Cooks, Saute Cooks, Servers, Dishwashers and Expeditors
Experience:
Restaurant: 1 year (Preferred)
Additional Compensation:
Tips
Store Discounts
Work Location:
One location
12190278 VARIOUS POSITIONS

4
25
WESTPORT

Please stop into the restaurant to learn more about shift availability, and positions available.
12185602 WAREHOUSE ASSOCIATE

1
40
FALL RIVER

DESCRIPTION
Homans Associates is a subsidiary of the largest independent HVAC/R distribution company in the world, Watsco, Inc. We proudly
distribute the Mitsubishi and Bryant brands of HVAC equipment, as well as a full-line of HVAC residential and commercial parts, supplies
and accessories. We have 17 locations throughout New England, New York and New Jersey. This position is in ourFall River, MA
ocation. There is no relocation assistance for this position.
Company Website: http://www.homans.com
Job Responsibilities:
* Shipping and receiving
* Stores materials/equipment
* Controls Inventory
12181343 WAREHOUSE SELECTOR

4
40
ASSONET

CARRU

05/21/19

Warehouse Selectors FULL TIME SECOND AND THIRD SHIFTS
2nd or 3rd shift ONLY! 3:00pm start to 11:00pm and 8:30pm to 4:30am During Probation Period
IMMEDIATE NEED FOR ( FULL-TIME ) WAREHOUSE SELECTORS
**DO NOT** call OR try to apply AT THE DISTRIBUTION CENTER!!!!!
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SHIFT
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15.00
All applicants MUST apply at Masshire Greater New Bedford Career Center 618 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford, MA 02740
PLEASE contact Karen Willis at:
Masshire Greater New Bedford Career Center
618 Acushnet Avenue
New Bedford, MA 02740
All potential candidates will be REQUIRED to view a brief video on warehouse procedures.
12206570 WAREHOUSE SELECTORS

1
40
ASSONET

1

DSOUZ2

05/28/19

INETEMPL

05/23/19

Warehouse Selectors FULL TIME SECOND AND THIRD SHIFTS
2nd or 3rd shift ONLY! 3:00pm start to 11:00pm and 8:30pm to 4:30am During Probation Period
IMMEDIATE NEED FOR ( FULL-TIME ) WAREHOUSE SELECTORS
**DO NOT** call OR try to apply AT THE DISTRIBUTION CENTER!!!!!
All applicants MUST apply at MassHire Fall River Career Center 446 North Main St. Fall River Ma. 02720.
PLEASE APPLY AT:
* The Fall River Career Center
446 North Main Street
Fall River, MA. 02720
All potential candidates will be REQUIRED to view a brief video on warehouse procedures.
12190021 WAREHOUSE- SHIPPING/RECEIVING

2
40
FALL RIVER

Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River,
MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country. Blount Fine
foods has three manufacturing facilities.
Summary: Perform all duties associated with shipping and receiving of product, and inventory management. Use of manufacturing
database.
Essential Duties and Responsibilities:
•Must be trained and pass licensing for Warehouse Material Handling Equipment. Must operate all equipment safely, following OSHA
12230890 WASTEWATER OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR- FALL 4
25
FALL RIVER
R

INETEMPL

06/04/19

Job Title: Wastewater Operations Supervisor- Fall River, MA
In Fall River, MA, Veolia operates water facilities: a 30.9-MGD pure oxygen secondary-activated sludge wastewater treatment plant,
15-dry-to-per-day multiple hearth furnace, 14 pump stations and a regional collection system. In addition, Veolia conducts industrial
pretreatment program analyses and river sampling, and performs collection system rehabilitation, CSO tunnel management and
5,000-dry-tons-per-year sludge incineration and disposal.
To support these operations, Veolia is seeking an Operations Supervisor who will plan and coordinate activities of workers to operate
and maintain wastewater treatment, processing, disposal and testing equipment in wastewater treatment facility to purify water to
meet permit requirements and operational requirements. This is a variable shift position who will work some nights and weekends to
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